
First Grade Assignment Sheet - Week 14 Due: December 3, 2020 
 
Student’s Name____________________________________ 
 
Mrs. Rachel Lyles  901-270-4013 rachel.vcsnashville@gmail.com 
 

 

This Assignment Sheet is modified so that you may enjoy more free time together this 
Thanksgiving holiday. Happy Thanksgiving!  

★ Bible/Character Study:   

○ Generosity - A willingness to give and to share.  

○ Memorize by Week 17, January 7th: 

■ 1 Timothy 6:18  “As for the rich…they are to do good, to be rich in good 
works, to be generous and ready to share.”   

○ Family discussion: “True generosity is giving to meet someone else’s need, even if 
it requires personal sacrifice,” (quote from Sir Winston Churchill), but the benefits 
(satisfaction and joy) cannot be bought with money.  After all, what makes 
humans happy? An appreciation of what they have and a feeling of satisfaction 
at having earned it. In other words, gratitude. But by handing children so much, 
and insisting on so little, we are robbing them of exactly what we most want them 
to have. Let’s help our children learn generosity by finding ways to help or serve 
others this season. Read and discuss the following poem by Edward Everett Hale. 

Lend a Hand 

I am only one, 

But still I am one. 

I cannot do everything, 

But still I can do something; 

And because I cannot do everything 

I will not refuse to do the something that I can do. 

○ Bible Story: Read Ruth Chapter 2 to see how Ruth was generous to her 
mother-in-law Naomi and how Boaz was generous to Ruth.  Note that Ruth and 
Boaz were the great-grandparents of King David.  Joseph and Mary were both 
descendants of David. The Bible prophesied that the Messiah would be born in 
David’s royal line, and Jesus was. 

○ Sing Oh Holy Night a few times this week.   

■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NsvSWLtUxHk 

○ Project Generosity:  Think of ways your family can be generous this season. There 
are many people who need help. Do you have a neighbor or a family member who 

mailto:rachel.vcsnashville@gmail.com
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might need a task done?  Maybe you can rake the leaves for someone or clean 
out the inside of someone’s car? Make a card for someone. If you like to bake, 
make some cookies to share with someone who might be lonely.  Maybe you can 
prepare a card with a small gift card for the mail carrier or the trash collector. 
Be creative with your own ideas! You may do this project on your own or as a 
family project.  Document what you have done by writing a short paragraph 
about it and taking and bringing a picture. Bring this to school any week to 
share. The deadline is Week 17, January 7, 2021. 

○ Extension (Optional): Family Christmas activity: Choose a secret angel in your 
own family.  Let each person draw a name of another family member and secretly 
treat that person in a very special, thoughtful way this month. 

★ History: 

○ Read aloud pp. 124-127 in Chapter 17, “The Hanging Gardens of Babylon.” (We 
read section 1 in class.)  Have your child answer the following questions orally: 

■Why was Nebuchadnezzar afraid of Persia? He thought Persia would 
attack him. 

■Why was Amytis homesick? Because she missed the mountains 

■What did Nebuchadnezzar build to make Amytis happy? The Hanging 
Gardens of Babylon 

○ Note 1: Remind your child that we have heard about Marduk before. 
Remember Hammurabi and his laws? He created these laws to honor the god 
Marduk. 

○ Note 2: You just read why King Nebuchadnezzar built the Hanging Gardens of 
Babylon. But no one knows what the gardens actually looked like. We only 
know of their existence because we have copies of ancient Greek and Roman 
texts. Many people believe that the gardens were made up of terraces stacked 
one on top of another. It probably resembled a ziggurat with plants. Trees, 
shrubs, and flowers were brought in from all around the vast empire and 
planted in the garden. The finished result was a magnificent green emerald in 
the desert landscape. 

○ History Copywork: Read aloud the sentence to discover a “big idea” of the 
chapter. OPTIONAL: Copy the history sentences on the history sheet correctly 
and neatly.  

○ History Narration: After you have read the history assignment to your child, 
have your child tell you about something that you've just read. Write their 
version down in the history workbook. The narrations are usually two-to-five 
sentences. Have them illustrate their narration and add a caption. 

★ Literature: 

○ Complete the Anansi book review page in the purple literature folder. 

○ We are starting a new literature book that is an intriguing story about an 
unhappy cat that is lord of an ancient Egyptian temple. This story teaches that 



real happiness comes from the simple joys in life. Being pampered and given 
everything may sound appealing at first, but soon we realize that there is 
fulfillment in working for the basics in life. The new literature folder color is 
orange. 

■ Write: Use the lined paper in the orange literature folder and write “Temple 
Cat – Before Reading” on the top line. Ask your student to imagine never 
having to do any work or chores again. Imagine having someone there at 
all times to meet your every need and desire. Imagine always being served. 
Then, pose the question: Would you enjoy having a servant who would do 
everything for you? Why or why not? Write three complete sentences to 
answer the question on the paper. (Parents, share your ideas and thoughts 
with your student! For this assignment, you may record your student’s 
thoughts on his/her behalf.) 

■ Read Temple Cat by Andrew Clements Read pages 5-9. 

■ Complete the comprehension worksheet inside the orange literature folder. 
If you do so orally, then please write “orally” at the top of the page and 
initial it. You may, also, write the answers for your student. 

○ Book Report - Due Dec. 3rd: Read the book Petunia by Roger Duvoisin any time 
during the month of November. Complete the attached book report. (If you 
cannot find the book at the library, I have added the video to our class webpage. 
Of course, you are free to both read the book and watch the video!) 

★ Grammar: 

○ NONE 

★ Penmanship: 

○ NONE 

★ Phonics: 

○ Complete Lessons 52, 53, and 54. 

○ Read Decodable Readers 17 (Just Jump!) and 18 (Go into a Cave). Parents, 
remember to read the questions aloud to check their comprehension of what 
they have read. Color the reader, if you wish. 

★ Spelling and Dictation: 

○ NONE 

★ Fine Arts: 

○ NONE 

★ Geography: 

○ Label the continents and color the map of the world worksheet. Use the 
Geography videos on our class webpage if you get stuck on a continent name or 
location! 



★ Critical Thinking: 

○ NONE 

 

★ Read Aloud: 

○ Read Aloud from a book of your choice for 20 minutes or more a day. Suggested 
goal: minimum of 10 books or chapters per week.  

■ Parents, listen to your student read aloud so you can monitor their 
expression and flow as they read aloud. Also, read aloud to your child to 
model correct flow and expression. 

○ Extending the Lesson (Optional): Color a turkey on the attached sheet for every 
book or chapter that you read. If you read more, draw a turkey on the back of the 
sheet and color it.  

○ Extending the Lesson (Optional): 

■ Corresponding literature suggestions for The Story of the World: 

● The King in the Garden, by Leon Garfield 

● Great Wonders of the World, by Russell Ash 
 
 
 
 
I have reviewed my student's work, and all assignments are complete as outlined on this 
assignment sheet. 
 
 

_______________________________________   
Parent's Signature   
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Oh Holy Night! 

 
O Holy night! The stars are brightly shining 
It is the night of our dear Savior's birth 
Long lay the world in sin and error pining 
'Til He appeared and the soul felt its worth 
A thrill of hope the weary world rejoices 
For yonder breaks a new and glorious morn 
Fall on your knees; O hear the Angel voices! 
O night divine, O night when Christ was born 
O night divine, O night divine! 

O Holy night! The stars are brightly shining 
It is the night of our dear Savior's birth 
Long lay the world in sin and error pining 
'Til He appeared and the soul felt its worth 
A thrill of hope the weary world rejoices 
For yonder breaks a new and glorious morn 
Fall on your knees; O hear the Angel voices! 
O night divine, O night when Christ was born 
O night divine, O night divine! 
 
 
 

 

 

In 1843, the French city of Roquemaure had their church organ completely 
renovated. To celebrate the newly finished organ, the parish priest made the 
local poet, Placide Cappeau, write a poem that was in French. Later, composer 
Adolphe Adam would compose the music for the poem in 1847, and the song be 
translated to English by John Sullivan Dwight. 
 

https://books.google.com/books?id=_3WBhALsuYsC&pg=PA36#v=onepage&q&f=false










1st Grade Phonics Teacher Instructions

Week 14
Lessons 52-54

Let’s review syllables today. When a syllable is accented, how does it sound different from the others? 
louder, longer, and higher Yes, the vowel sound is said louder, longer, and higher. I’m going to say a 
word. Listen carefully. If you hear the accent on the first syllable, hold up one finger. If you hear the 
accent on the second syllable, hold up two fingers, and so on. ti’ger Hold up which syllable you think 
is accented. one finger Repeat with the following words. el’ephant (1 finger)     hye’na (two fingers)    
spi’der (one finger)     an’telope (one finger)     rhinoc’eros (two fingers)

Lesson 52 – Floss Rule

Write the following words on the board, in three different columns: off, stuff, sniff; fill, shell, doll; pass,
boss, less. What do these words all have in common? one-syllable; short vowels; root words The new 
spelling rule we’ll learn today is called the floss rule. Write ‘floss’ on the board. Look at the word 
‘floss.’ The floss rule tells us that when a one-syllable root word has a short vowel sound followed by 
the sound /f/, /l/, or /s/, those sounds are usually spelled ff, ll, or ss. We call words that follow this rule 
“floss words.” The best way to learn to identify floss words is practice. So, let’s practice identifying 
floss words together. The first word is ‘class.’ Is this a one-syllable word? yes Does it have a short 
vowel? yes; /ă/ Does it end in either /f/, /l/, or /s/? yes; /s/ Let’s look at the word class on the board to 
see if you’re right. Write ‘class’ on the board. Were you correct? yes What about the word ‘bus?’ Is 
‘bus’ a floss word? various answers Does it have a short vowel sound? yes; /ŭ/ Is it a one-syllable 
word? yes Does it end in a /f/, /l/, or /s/? yes; s Let’s look at the word bus on the board. Is it a floss 
word? no Bus is an irregular spelling. It should be spelled with two s’s, but it is only spelled with one. 
You can find a list of floss words in your Spelling Dictionary and Reference booklet.

Now, look at your worksheet. Write your name neatly on the space provided at the top of your page. 
For #1-10 I will say a sound, and you will write the letter or letters that make that sound on the line.
1. /j/ - j 6. /th/ - th
2. /sh/ - sh 7. /w/ - w 
3. /oo/ - oo 8. /ū/ - ū, u-e
4. /ō/ - ō, o-e 9. /n/ - n
5. /ks/ - x 10. /y/ - y

For #11 through #13, I will give you a list of three words. I want you to write the first way you learned 
how to spell the sound, and then the way we learned to spell it today. Put your finger next to #11. What 
letter makes the /l/ sound? l Write this letter next to #11. How do you spell the /l/ sound in fall, ball, and
tall? ll We will add this to our spelling for the /l/ sound.
12. What letter makes the /s/ sound? s How do you spell the /s/ sound in pass, toss, and floss? ss We’ll 
add this to our spelling of the /s/ sound.
13. What letter makes the /f/ sound? f How do you spell the /f/ sound in fluff, puff, and cuff? ff We’ll 
add this to our spelling of the /f/ sound.

For #14 through #19, look at the picture in the box. Say the name of the picture, in your head. Then 
write the letters that make that word on the line below the picture.
14. shell     15. dress     16. frog     17. glass     18. cuff     19. bell



1st Grade Phonics Teacher Instructions

Lesson 53 – The Letter V

Echo these words and listen for the sound in the initial position. van     vent  Now listen for the sound 
in final position. stove     save  What sound do you hear that is the same in all four of these words? /v/ 
Write van, vent, stove, and save on the board. What letter do you see in all of these words that make the
/v/ sound? v What do you know about the way the /v/ sound is spelled in both ‘stove’ and ‘save?’ it is 
followed by an e No English word ends in a v. So, when you have a word that ends in the /v/ sound you
will spell it with the letters v and e. Repeat that with me. when a words ends in the /v/ sound, you spell
it with the letters v and e. Does the letter e make a sound? no How do you think we should code a 
silent e? cross it out. Finish code the words. Then demonstrate how to write and upper and lowercase v
on the board.

Let’s play Bingo! I will give you a sound, and you will cover the letter or letters that make that sound 
with your highlighter. When you cover all the letters in a row, either vertically, horizontally, or 
diagonally, call out “Bingo!” Let’s begin.
1. final spelling in ‘brick’ - ck 6. vowel sound in ‘bike’ - i-e
2. initial sound in ‘yellow’ - y 7. initial sound in ‘jiggle’ - j
3. vowel sound in ‘tape’ - a-e 8. vowel sound in ‘home’ - o-e
4. initial sound in ‘shoes’ - sh 9. final sound in ‘mix’ - x
5. final spelling in ‘boss’ - ss 10. vowel sound in ‘sleep’ - ee

Look at your worksheet. Write your name neatly at the top of the page. Write your best upper and 
lowercase v’s two times each, in your best handwriting. For #1-10 I’ll give you a sound. You write the 
letter that makes that sound on the line. Be sure and code the vowels, so you know if it was the long or 
short sound.
1. /ā/ - ā, a-e 6. /t/ - t || ed   
2. /d/ - d || ed 7. /y/ - y  
3. /ē/ - ē, ee || ee 8. /k/ - k, c || ck, k, ke
4. /oo/ - oo 9. /ū/ - ū, u-e
5. /w/ - w                        10. /ī/ - i, i-e

#11-12 Let’s practice our spelling. Put your finger next to #11. Write the word ‘broom’ on the line next 
to #11. Repeat with #12.
12. next

For #13 and #16 We’re going to practice our new spelling. Put your finger next to #13. Write the letters
that make the /v/ sound at the end of a word like ‘save.’ - ve
Now we’re going to practice spelling with our new sound. I’ll give you the word, and you write the 
letters that make up that word on the lines provided. The asterisks next to the numbers tell us that these 
are sight words.
14. have     15. live (as in, “I live in the state of Georgia.”)     16. give

#17-#26 Code the words. Once you’ve coded them, read them quietly to yourself. Draw a line from the 
word to the matching picture to the right.
17. vet     18. vote     19. brave     20. solve     21. victim
22. sniff     23. thank     24. he’s     25. upset     26. elms



1st Grade Phonics Teacher Instructions

Lesson 54 – Spelling with final c

We have learned several rules for spelling the /k/ sound over the past semester. At the beginning or in 
the middle of a word we can use c or k. When do we use k? before i, e, or y What picture did we use to 
remember this? a kite When do we use c? before a, o, u, or any consonant  What picture did we use to 
remember this? a cat We also learned three ways to spell /k/ at the end of a word. What digraph do we 
use after a short vowel sound? digraph ck How doe we spell /k/ after a consonant or a vowel digraph? 
k What spelling dow we use after a long vowel? ke Today we’re going to learn a new way to spell the /
k/ sound at the end of a word. We will add this to our spelling of the /k/ sound. Listen to this word. 
plastic     rustic     sonic How do you think the final /k/ sound is spelled in plastic, rustic, and sonic? 
various answers Look at these words on the board. Write plastic, rustic, and sonic on the board. What 
letter do you see making the /k/ sound at the end of these words? c How many syllables do the words 
plastic, rustic, and sonic have? two That’s right! Our new spelling rule is this: when a word has two or 
more syllables and ends with the final /k/ sound, it is usually spelled with the letter c. As mentioned 
earlier, we are going to add this our spelling of the /k/ sound.

Look at worksheet 54. Write your name neatly at the top of your page. For #1-10 I’ll give you a sound. 
You write the letter that makes that sound on the line. Be sure and code the vowels, so you know if it 
was the long or short sound.
1. /v/ - v || ve 6. /ĭ/ - ĭ
2. /g/ - g 7. /b/ - b
3. /p/ - p 8. /z/ - z, s
4. /n/ - n 9. /ă/ - ă
5. /ŏ/ - ŏ 10. /r/ - r

#11 Write the letters that make the /k/ sound. Remember to add our new spelling in the final position.
11. k, c || ck, k, ke, c

Look at the top of the page. Read through the rules. Then look at the words on the right side of the 
page. Each blank represents the /k/ sound. Using the rules written at the top of the page, fill in the 
correct spelling of /k/. When you’re finished code each word, and read it quietly to yourself.
12. mĭl k  17. plŭ ck
13. frantĭ c  18. attĭ c
14. pō ke  19. boo k
15. picnĭ c  20. nĕ ck
16. thĭn k   21. lī ke
























